Tis the season… for scams
Many of us associate the end of the year as a time of thanks and giving. But it’s also a time of
taking, as scammers and criminals get into the holiday spirit (maliciously, of course). Regardless of
what holiday you do or don’t celebrate, stay alert this season, both online and in real life!

Shopping IRL
(In Real Life)

Situational Awareness
Don’t get lost in your phone or tablet, and
be aware of who might be peering over your
shoulder. Stay calm in crowded areas. Know
where all the exits are and have a plan going
in. If you are with a group, set up rendezvous
points. A little situational awareness goes
a long way!

Pickpockets & Thieves
You should keep a close eye on your belongings
ŘȭƞȭƬ˸ƬʁŘʊǘŘʊǜʁŘȭǷƬʁǜɁ˹ŘǜƋǒ˿ɁˁʁʊǜˁǏǌɁʁ
you. If you have personal items in your pockets,
such as a wallet or cash, place them in your
ǌʁɁȭǜɡɁƋǘƬǜʊ˹ǒǔƋǒŘʁƬȧɁʁƬƞǔǓƋˁǚǜǜɁɡǔƋǘƖ

Card Skimmers
If you must get cash from an ATM, inspect the
machine thoroughly before inserting your card.
Criminals rig ATMs with cards skimmers to
steal your information. That’s why it’s best to
get cash from inside a bank location whenever
possible. Routinely check your accounts to
ensure no unauthorized or additional charges
have been processed.

Public WiFi
Never access sensitive information when on
a public network, which means no purchasing
items online when using public WiFi!
Cybercriminals love to eavesdrop on unsecured
connections and will happily steal your
information. To prevent this, use a VPN (virtual
private network) which encrypts your data. Even
then, be sure you are on a secure, reputable site
and keep the personal information you put into
the forms to a minimum.

Online Shopping
ÂɁƋʁɁ˹ƞʊƖÂɁǚǔȭƬʊƖÂɁǜʁŘǓƋɁʁŽˁʊ˿ɡŘʁǘǔȭǷǚɁǜʊƖˁʊǜ˿Ɂˁƙ˿ɁˁʁƋɁȧɡˁǜƬʁƙŘȭƞŘ
ŽˁȭƋǒɁǌƋ˿ŽƬʁƋʁǔȧǔȭŘǚʊƖďǒƬƋɁȭ˸ƬȭǔƬȭƋƬɁǌʊǒɁɡɡǔȭǷɁȭǜǒƬǔȭǜƬʁȭƬǜɁŽ˸ǔɁˁʊǚ˿
ƋɁȧƬʊ˹ǔǜǒʁǔʊǘʊƖ*ˁǜʊŘ˸˸˿ʊǒɁɡɡƬʁʊǘȭɁ˹ǒɁ˹ǜɁǔƞƬȭǜǔǌ˿ǜǒʁƬŘǜʊŘȭƞǒɁ˹ǜɁ
Ř˸ɁǔƞǜǒƬȧƖ
A SAVVY SHOPPER ALWAYS VERIFIES THE LEGITIMACY OF A WEBSITE. Scammers

ƋʁƬŘǜƬŽɁǷˁʊʊǔǜƬʊǔȭǜƬȭƞƬƞǜɁʊǜƬŘǚǔȭǌɁʁȧŘǜǔɁȭɁʁʊƬǚǚǘȭɁƋǘɁǏƙǔȭǌƬʁǔɁʁɡʁɁƞˁƋǜʊƖ
You can avoid this by double-checking the URL and making sure you have a secure
ƋɁȭȭƬƋǜǔɁȭɤǒǜǜɡʊɦƖ³ɁɁǘǌɁʁǜǒƬǷʁƬƬȭɡŘƞǚɁƋǘǊ

A SAVVY SHOPPER KNOWS WHEN A DEAL IS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE. An 80-inch TV
ʊǒɁˁǚƞȭɻǜŽƬɡʁǔƋƬƞǚǔǘƬŘȭƬǔǷǒǜȊǔȭƋǒǜŘŽǚƬǜƖǌ˿ɁˁǞȭƞŘƞƬŘǚʊƬǚǚǔȭǷʊɁȧƬǜǒǔȭǷǌɁʁŘ
ɡʁǔƋƬǜǒŘǜƞɁƬʊȭɻǜȧŘǘƬʊƬȭʊƬƙƋǒŘȭƋƬʊŘʁƬǔǜɻʊŘʊƋŘȧƖ*ƬƬʊɡƬƋǔŘǚǚ˿ʊˁʊɡǔƋǔɁˁʊǔǌǜǒƬ
ɡǒǔʊǒ˿ƞƬŘǚƬȭƞʊˁɡǔȭ˿ɁˁʁǔȭŽɁ˾ɤ˸ƬʁʊˁʊǞȭƞǔȭǷǔǜ˹ǒǔǚƬʊǒɁɡɡǔȭǷɦƖȭɁǜǒƬʁ˹Ɂʁƞʊƙ
ǜǒǔȭǘŽƬǌɁʁƬ˿ɁˁƋǚǔƋǘǊ
A SAVVY SHOPPER GOES INCOGNITO. F˸ƬʁȭɁǜǔƋƬǒɁ˹ŘɡʁɁƞˁƋǜ˿ɁˁʊƬŘʁƋǒƬƞǌɁʁ

ƬȭƞʊˁɡǔȭǜǒƬŘƞ˸ƬʁǜǔʊƬȧƬȭǜʊ˿ɁˁʊƬƬɁȭ˸ŘʁǔɁˁʊ˹ƬŽʊǔǜƬʊɵǜɻʊƋŘǚǚƬƞtargeted
advertisingƙ˹ǒǔƋǒǔʊȧŘƞƬɡɁʊʊǔŽǚƬŽ˿ƋɁɁǘǔƬʊƖłɁˁƋŘȭƬǚǔȧǔȭŘǜƬǔǜŽ˿ʊǒɁɡɡǔȭǷ˹ǔǜǒ
˿ɁˁʁŽʁɁ˹ʊƬʁǔȭɡʁǔ˸ŘƋ˿ɁʁǔȭƋɁǷȭǔǜɁȧɁƞƬƙɁʁˁʊƬŘȭŘǚǜƬʁȭŘǜǔ˸Ƭ˹ƬŽŽʁɁ˹ʊƬʁǜǒŘǜ
ƞɁƬʊȭɻǜʊǜɁʁƬɁʁǜʁŘƋǘǔȭǌɁʁȧŘǜǔɁȭƖ
A SAVVY SHOPPER USES STRONG PASSWORDS AND KNOWS THAT LESS IS MORE.

ĶǒƬȭʊƬǜǜǔȭǷˁɡɁȭǚǔȭƬŘƋƋɁˁȭǜʊǜɁȧŘǘƬɡˁʁƋǒŘʊƬʊƙǔǜɻʊ˸ǔǜŘǚǜǒŘǜ˿ɁˁˁʊƬŘʊǜʁɁȭǷƙ
ˁȭǔɴˁƬɡŘʊʊ˹ɁʁƞƙŘȭƞȭƬ˸ƬʁǷǔ˸ƬɁˁǜȧɁʁƬǔȭǌɁʁȧŘǜǔɁȭǜǒŘȭȭƬƬƞƬƞƖÂɁɁȭǚǔȭƬ
ʁƬǜŘǔǚƬʁȭƬƬƞʊ˿ɁˁʁȭŘǜǔɁȭŘǚ<ȭˁȧŽƬʁƙǌɁʁƬ˾ŘȧɡǚƬƖÏȭǚ˿ɡʁɁ˸ǔƞƬǜǒƬȧǔȭǔȧˁȧ
ŘȧɁˁȭǜɁǌƞŘǜŘȭƬƋƬʊʊŘʁ˿ǜɁƋɁȧɡǚƬǜƬ˿ɁˁʁǜʁŘȭʊŘƋǜǔɁȭʊǊ

Gift Card Scams
ǔǢƋŘʁƞʊŘʁƬŘǷʁƬŘǜ˹Ř˿ɁǌʊŘ˿ǔȭǷɼƞɁȭɻǜǘȭɁ˹˹ǒŘǜǜɁǷǔ˸Ƭ
you this year, so here’s some money to get exactly what you’d
like!” Just know there are a number of scams to be concerned with
˹ǒƬȭ ɡˁʁƋǒŘʊǔȭǷ ǷǔǢ ƋŘʁƞʊƖ Ä˸Ɂǔƞ ǜǒɁʊƬ ʁƬʊƬǚǚƬʁ ʊǔǜƬʊ ǜǒŘǜ ɁǏƬʁ ƋŘʁƞʊ ǌɁʁ
less than the original value. While it’s a great way to save money, there is no
guarantee that you’ll get what you paid for. Generally, to circumvent getting
ʊƋŘȧȧƬƞɁʁǔȭŘƞ˸ƬʁǜƬȭǜǚ˿Ƿǔ˸ǔȭǷŘŽɁǷˁʊǷǔǢƙŽˁ˿ɁȭǚǔȭƬǷǔǢƋŘʁƞʊǌʁɁȧ
reputable sellers like Amazon, Walmart, Best Buy, etc. And if you decide
ǜɁŽˁ˿Řɡǒ˿ʊǔƋŘǚǷǔǢƋŘʁƞƙʁƬŘƞǜǒƬǞȭƬɡʁǔȭǜƖăɁȧƬƋŘʁƞʊǒŘ˸ƬŘʊǒƬǚǌ
ǚǔǌƬŘȭƞˁʊŘǷƬǌƬƬʊƙȭƬǔǜǒƬʁɁǌ˹ǒǔƋǒȧŘǘƬǌɁʁǷʁƬŘǜǷǔǢʊƖ
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“Only available in stores” is a marketing
tactic used by retailers to lure shoppers
away from their screens. While you might
not “get hacked” when shopping in real
life, there are still security risks! This is
particularly true on Black Friday, when
ǒˁȭƞʁƬƞʊɁǌǜǒɁˁʊŘȭƞʊɁǌɡƬɁɡǚƬǡɁƋǘǜɁ
stores to take advantage of deals.

